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Abstract. To explore the influencing factors on the students of tourism information technology 

application study. Selection of knowledge sharing, knowledge interaction and other indicators, 
based on the field survey data, using the methods of structural equation, constructing the course 

learning factors conceptual model, with the AMOS 20 model parameter estimation and validation. 
The results show that the knowledge on students learning attitude the most obvious effect, the direct 

effect coefficient is 0.88, the total effect coefficient for 0.92. followed by easy operation and social 
recognition. Knowledge sharing and knowledge interaction both have positive effects on other 

variables. 

Introduction 

Constructivism holds that knowledge is not taught by teachers, but learners in certain contexts 
that the social and cultural background, with the help of other people (including teachers and 

learning partners) help, use the necessary learning materials, through the construction of meaning 
[1-3].Psychologists have established the basic model of human learning process, namely, the 

reaction model, referred to as S--R model [4-6]. It consists of five elements: the driving force, the 
stimulus, the cue, the response and the reinforcement. 
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Figure 1.  Schematic diagram of learning process model 

In the course of the application of tourism information technology, there will also be 
self-motivation, external stimulation, reaction and reinforcement of such a learning process. So of 

the students in teaching, we should pay attention to the interest, stimulates the student to continue to 
increase their human capital value desire, so as to promote the students' interest in learning, the 

correct guidance, ultimately became a director of socially useful talents. Therefore, in the teaching 
process to explore the interests of students, and external incentives, will effectively improve the 

efficiency of learning. In this paper, the survey data of the students majoring in Tourism 
Management Based on the structural equation method, analyze the influencing factors of students' 

learning force, stimulus and effect, to provide the reference for the tourism information technology 
curriculum teaching. 
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Model Construction and Data Collection 

Model Construction. This paper discusses the factors that influence the students' active learning 
of tourism information technology, and the influence factors are various. Because the structural 

equation can reflect the relationship of variables indirectly and directly, the structural relationship 
between latent variables can be analyzed in the process of measuring error. Therefore, the 

construction of learning influence factors model. 
Based on the Davis (1989) proposed the technology acceptance model as the theoretical basis, 

combined with literature research and expert advice on selecting [7-10], knowledge sharing, 
knowledge interaction, knowledge, easy operation, social recognition, learning attitude and learning 

motivation as sharing variables. To construct the model of influencing factors of course of study and 
put forward the research hypothesis is as follows (the conceptual model in Figure 1): 

H1: knowledge sharing has a positive impact on the usefulness of knowledge; 
H2: knowledge sharing has a positive impact on social recognition; 

H3: knowledge interaction has a positive impact on the usefulness of knowledge; 
H4: knowledge interaction has a positive impact on the convenience of operation; 

H5: the usefulness of knowledge has a positive impact on learning attitude; 
H6: there is a positive impact on the learning attitude; 

H7: social recognition has a positive impact on learning attitude; 
H8: learning attitude has a positive impact on learning motivation 
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Figure 2.  Conceptual model of structural equation 

Data Acquisition. The questionnaire is divided into two parts: basic information and related 
observational variables and observation variables research design table 1 scale design using Liker 

five point scale method is very general, not consent, consent, consent, very not agree to five, the 
score was 5 points to 1 points. A questionnaire use online fill in the way, and issuing a formal 

network questionnaire in December 20, 2016, the recovery date is January 12, 2017, delete invalid 
questionnaire, a total of 263 valid questionnaires. The survey samples meet the structural equation 

model analysis. 
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Table 1  Questionnaire design 

Latent Variable  

convenience of operation 

 

1.Operation interface is easy to use 

2 The operating system is well organized 

3The operating system design is very clear, very organized 

 

knowledge sharing1 

 

 

1 Like everyone together to discuss 

2 Like to help others by sharing knowledge 

3 Share knowledge with others in all kinds of learning activities 

4 When you are in trouble, you may want to share the experience of 

others 

knowledge interaction 2 

 

 

 

 

 

5 Everyone expects to gain knowledge 

6 Class members are willing to evaluate or respond to various  problems 

7 Interaction with others can enhance my preference for the course 

8 Sharing knowledge with others can increase the recognition of others in  

my class 

9 Interacting with other members can help me find a solution to the 

problem 

 

the usefulness of  

knowledge3 

 

10 Interaction with other members can improve my knowledge or 

skills 

11 Sharing knowledge, I have confidence in the knowledge or skills of    

the participating members  

12 Interaction with other members can expand my circle of   

communication 

 

 

social recognition4 

  

13 In a variety of learning environments, interacting with other people 

is    

very enjoyable and relaxing 

14 Sharing knowledge to help others feel good 

15 It's fun to share with others 

 

 

Empirical Results and Analysis 

Model Test. The concept model using AMOS 20 to estimate the constructed (Fig. 2) for 

parameter estimation (Table 2). At the same time, whether the parameter test model results with 
statistical significance, by means of t test method for significant test of the path coefficients, the 

results are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 2  Structural equation model parameters estimation 

OLV          ELL        VLV         Direct effect   Total effect 

1    （4）   0.81(16.25)    （1）→（3）       0.62(6.88)     0.62(6.88) 

2    （4）   0.68(11.07)    （1）→（5）       0.81(7.39)     0.79(7.33) 

3    （4）   0.72(11.39)    （2）→（3）       0.56(4.21)     0.62(5.28) 

1    （1）   0.62(5.06)     （2）→（4）       0.73(5.07)     0.73(5.07) 

2    （1）   0.73(11.32)    （3）→（6）       0.92(7.51)     0.90(7.83)       

3    （1）   0.79(12.01)    （4）→（6）       0.85 (6.41)    0.83 (6.91)    

4    （1）   0.90(19.69)    （5）→（6）       0.72(4.78)     0.67(5.74) 

5    （2）   0.89(18.14)    （6）→（7）       0.82(6.32)     0.80(6.76) 

6    （2）   0.63(9.72) 

7    （2）   0.69(16.25) 

8    （2）   0.86(15.64) 

9    （3）   0.84(13.02) 

10   （3）   0.88(16.89) 

11   （3）   0.71(12.76) 

12   （3）   0.77(15.34) 

13   （5）   0.69(10.49) 

14   （5）   0.73(11.55) 

15  （5）    0.83(15.81) 

Note: OLV: Observation and latent variables ELL: External load Latent VLV: variable and latent variable  

Table 3   Path coefficients of structural model and hypothesis verification 

 Hypothesis   Corresponding hypothesis   t – Value      Result 

（1）→（3）         H1             8.39      establish** 

（1）→（5）         H2             2.80      establish** 

（2）→（3）         H3             2.63      establish** 

（2）→（4）         H4             3.48      establish* 

（3）→（6）         H5             3.87      establish** 

（4）→（6）         H6             3.41      establish** 

（5）→（6）         H7             1.98      establish** 

（6）→（7）         H8             5.05      establish** 

Note: *, * * are expressed at 5% and 1% significance levels by t test 

Results Analysis. Table 2 shows the affecting factors in the application of information 
technology in tourism study, the influence of knowledge is the most significant, the direct effect is 

0.88, and the total effect is 0.92. The reason is the high degree of recognition of the students of 
electronic information technology. The technology can effectively help easy operation of you. The 

effects were 0.85 and 0.83; most respondents think that the network has the advantages of simple 
operation, user-friendly design, easy to learn. Finally, the social recognition also has a positive 

impact on learning attitude, the application of information technology to improve the quality of the 
work on the one hand, on the other hand, to increase the work of the community. 

With the variables, all the observed variables are the latent variable is the load coefficient. The 
value 4, 510 of the positive effects is larger than other variables. They are 0.90, 0.89 and 0.88, 

respectively. Based on the public knowledge, 90% of the students in difficulties, turn to other 
students, 89% of students expect to get help. 88% of the students thought to enhance their skills.  

Curriculum Model Design 

Based on the structural equation model, this paper analyzes the influencing factors of the 

application of tourism information technology curriculum. According to the analysis results, we can 
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understand the learning motivation, stimulation and so on. The teaching mode of the course is as 

follows: 
Project Research Model. The project research mode is to set up the corresponding scenario 

setting by setting a project or topic in the classroom [11]. This project can be an external driving 
force for students to learn. Drive students to complete the learning tasks, learning content. 

Problem Solving Model. By presenting a comprehensive view of the problem, and solving the 
problem as a classroom teaching [12]. As a stimulus for students, teachers help students to explore 

the problems related to the teaching process or by the participants. To enhance students' ability to 
apply theory to practice and concrete analysis of the actual of the actual problems. 

Situational Teaching Model. Situational teaching mode is to guide the students into the scene 
through the way of setting the scene in the classroom teaching process. Situational teaching is still 

the main driving force in the development of the teaching model. 

Conclusions 

This paper put attempts to study the reaction model of Constructivism in the teaching practice, 
using the methods of structural equation, hoping to enhance the students' learning motivation, 

improve the ability of independent learning, and ultimately the formation of learning practice in the 
virtuous cycle of learning. 
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